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1) Introduction
Educational attainment gaps between Indigenous and non-Indigenous populations continue to
persist in Canada and around the world. That message has been repeated countless times in
scholarly articles and government-funded reports over the past few decades. These gaps persist
despite the increasing number of concerted and targeted efforts to ensure equal access and
equal outcomes for all learners, regardless of their socio-economic or ethnic origins. As such,
new and innovative approaches must be explored to achieve the desired outcomes.
In recent years, scholars have been increasingly focusing on the elementary and high school
experience of learners, recognizing that the level of engagement and participation of learners
are key factors affecting later changes in life. Scholars have pointed out that the level of
academic preparedness between Indigenous and non-Indigenous youth begins to widen during
the elementary and high school years. The groups with lower academic preparedness scores
are those with less frequent regular attendance in school. The research on that front is also
clear: encouraging regular school attendance has been linked to better grades, higher literacy
and numeracy rates and having a better chance of graduating from high school. Missing just a
few days of school each month is sufficient to demonstrate negative impacts.
In many countries, governments have mandated minimum ages at which all children must
attend school as a means of countering the practice of staying away from school with good
reason (truancy). Despite such legislative measures, learners from groups that are often
underrepresented at the post-secondary level – Indigenous youth, students from families with
lower parental incomes, to identify but two groups – also have higher absenteeism rates in
elementary and high school. For that reason, governments and education leaders have
launched new initiatives to document and to test promising practices to address truancy.
This environmental scan draws upon key national and international literature pertaining to both
Indigenous and non-Indigenous students at the elementary and high school levels. It highlights
issues in analyzing Indigenous and non-Indigenous school attendance and retention; the gap in
school attendance and retention and the causes of this gap; and the levels of success of the
various programs and initiatives designed to reduce the gap. Issues relating to the quality of the
data and research are also discussed. This environmental scan examines the factors that lead to
increased absenteeism in elementary and high school for all students, with a focus on
Indigenous learners. It then explores policies, strategies and programs that have been launched
in four countries with significant Indigenous populations: Australia, New Zealand, the United
States and Canada.
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2) Policy Context
This environmental scan focusing on understanding promising practices to increase attendance
and strengthen retention rates of Indigenous learners in elementary and high schools is rooted
in a large and complex policy context. This chapter begins with an overview of post-secondary
attainment rates in Canada, how they have improved in every Canadian jurisdiction between
1999 and 2016, and how Indigenous educational attainment rates remain lower than those of
their non-Indigenous peers. The chapter then examines the academic literature to identify the
main factors contributing to truancy, highlighting the work of the United Kingdom’s Professor
Ken Reid, who summarizes 30 years of truancy research. The chapter concludes with a
discussion of the availability (or lack) of Indigenous education data to understand and improve
Indigenous education.
A) Post-Secondary Attainment Rates
Over the past 15 years, there has been tremendous growth in post-secondary educational
attainment rates among 25-44-year-olds across Canada. In 1999, 56% of Canadians aged
between 25-44 years old had a post-secondary credential. That percentage increased by 16
percentage points in 15 years, reaching a new national level of 72% in 2016. The significant
increase in post-secondary education rates between 1999 and 2016 is the direct result of
government efforts to expand the number of funded seats in post-secondary institutions and to
strengthen student financial aid measures.
The post-secondary educational attainment rate across the country remains uneven among
Canadian provinces.
Ø In 1999, Saskatchewan, Manitoba and New Brunswick had the lowest post-secondary
attainment rates in Canada, at 49%, 51% and 51%, respectively. As such, these three
provinces were between 4 and 7 percentage points lower than the national average.
The highest rates of post-secondary education in 1999 were in Nova Scotia and Quebec,
which had the same provincial rate of 58%.
Ø In 2016, Prince Edward Island, Quebec, and New Brunswick experienced the fastest
growth in post-secondary attainment rates, with an 18 or 19 percentage point increase.
Manitoba remained the Canadian province with the lowest post-secondary educational
attainment rate in 2016, at 62%, or 10 percentage points lower than the national
average and 15 percentage points lower than the leading Canadian province, Quebec.
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Figure 1: Attainment rates, 25-44-year-olds, by province, 1999 and 2016

Source: Statistics Canada, Cansim 282-0004.

Part of the reason for the gap in participation rates nationally and in many provinces stems from
the fact that Indigenous peoples, especially in Manitoba and New Brunswick, tend to have much
lower attainment rates. Figure 2 shows the rate of educational attainment by province for
Indigenous and non-Indigenous Canadians aged 25-54 (the figure for Indigenous Canadians is for
the off-reserve population only; if the on-reserve populations were included, these averages
would likely be even lower). In all provinces, attainment rates for Indigenous peoples are lower
than for non-Indigenous peoples, but the gap is highest in British Columbia (a 16 percentage point
difference), Ontario and Manitoba (a 15 percentage point difference) and New Brunswick (a 12
percentage point difference).
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Figure 2: Post-secondary attainment rates, by province and Indigenous identity, 2013

Source: Statistics Canada, CANSIM 477-0116. Prince Edward Island is omitted because the sample size is too small to provide
data for Aboriginal Canadians at all levels of education.

B) Improving School Attendance
The best way to close the post-secondary education gap is to look at the feeder systems to
colleges and universities, and ensure that Indigenous youth are graduating at the same rate as
non-Indigenous youth, with the same level of preparedness for further studies.
Improving school attendance has been a focus of many academic reports by university
researchers across the globe. Professor Ken Reid, formerly the deputy vice-chancellor at
Swansea Metropolitan University (renamed the University of Wales Trinity Saint David in 2013),
has school attendance as his primary research focus. In 2008, he published an article in
Educational Review that summarizes the causes of non-attendance, causes he notes are
consistent across countries and cultures. This article summarizes more than 30 years of his own
academic activity in the field of truancy research.
He points to nine elements that are key to strengthening school attendance for all learners, and
that all must be embedded within the family unit, the classroom, the school and the community
to ensure greater rates of school attendance. For example, Reid notes that parents and carers
must discuss education with positive notions, encourage their children to attend every day, and
to actively engage in the learning process. Students must also see their community valuing
education and promoting the benefits of education from the early years on. Governments and
schools must foster positive learning environments where students can see themselves
4

reflected throughout the curriculum and know how their learning outcomes benefit them and
their communities. Teachers must also create inclusive, gender-neutral learning environments
in every classroom, free of bullying and where career education is strongly entrenched in the
curriculum to foster broad career aspirations. Reid makes this critical observation: the absence
of one or more of these elements may not result in the desired outcomes of reducing truancy
and ensuring strengthening measures of academic success and preparedness.
Table 1: Factors associated with school non-attendance across countries and cultures.
1. Parents and carers:
6. Education jurisdictions:
• parental-condoned absenteeism,
• inconsistent policies and practices of
parents failing to accept their legal
local schools and education welfare
services
responsibilities
• inconsistent referral policies between
• poor parental/carer attitudes towards
schools
schools
•
differences between jurisdiction and
• ‘them’ and ‘us’ attitude between
schools’ policy documents on
schools and parents
attendance
2. Society:
• poor inter-agency practices
• insufficiently valuing education
• confused role of social services in
• inadequate welfare support practices,
non-attendance cases
especially in the early years of
7. Local economy:
schooling
• local unemployment, poverty, poor
3. Schools:
community facilities
• poor teaching
8.
Cultural
diversity:
• inconsistent approach to absenteeism
• differences between boys’ and girls’
between and within schools
aspirations and achievements
4. Government:
• rise of disaffected youth, gang culture,
• lenient application of law
antisocial behaviour
• unsuitable curriculum for some pupils
9.
Research:
• too few out-of-school/alternative
• too little evidence of good practice
curriculum places
• little improvement in overall
5. Students:
attendance figures despite a range of
• bullying, peer pressure, ‘cool’ to skip
initiatives over the last 20 years
school
• lack of career aspirations
• low self-esteem
Source: Ken Reid, “The causes of non-attendance: An empirical study,” Educational Review,
Vol. 60, 2008, 345–357.
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C) Lack of Indigenous Education Data
Many researchers in Canada and beyond have noted that important data gaps continue to
hinder Indigenous education. For example, the Council of Ministers of Education, Canada
mandated two researchers from the Centre for Education Research and Policy at Simon Fraser
University – Dr. Jane Friesen and Dr. Brian Krauth – to examine the availability (or lack thereof)
of quantitative evidence to address key policy issues in Indigenous education. Their 2012 report
notes the following data gaps:
“The process of collecting data that identifies Indigenous students continues to face substantial
challenges.
The availability of results from jurisdiction-wide assessments for Indigenous students is limited.
ü Relatively few measures are reported that can satisfy the wishes of Indigenous parents
and communities to monitor the social, physical, and spiritual well-being of individuals
and communities throughout the life cycle.
ü Data about particular barriers to Indigenous student success, such as absenteeism and
transitions between education systems, are not regularly collected and/or reported.
ü Data that measure efforts and progress toward overcoming specific barriers to
Indigenous student success are not generally available.
ü Early-childhood assessment tools are not consistently administered, nor are they always
trusted.”1
Until such gaps in Indigenous education data are addressed by all levels of government –
Indigenous, provincial and federal – it will be difficult to measure quantitatively the benefits of
targeted strategies.
After all, strengthening educational outcomes requires the promotion of promising practices,
allowing other educational leaders to apply these same or adapted strategies in different
learning environments as a means of hopefully replicating the same levels of success.

1

Jane Friesen and Brian Krauth, Key Policy Issues in Aboriginal Education: An Evidence-Based Approach (Toronto:
Council of Ministers of Education, Canada, 2012), 1-2. In the original text, the word “Aboriginal” was used. The
author of this report replaced the word with “Indigenous” to reflect current terminology.
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3) Australia
Among the countries selected for this environmental scan of promising practices to increase
attendance and strengthen retention of Indigenous youth in elementary and high school, the
Government of Australia has launched concerted efforts to strengthen education outcomes for
its Indigenous Peoples.
According to Professors Jan Gray and Quentin Beresford, “Australia ‘discovered’ the problem of
profound educational disadvantage among its Indigenous people in the late 1960s. The
disadvantage was evident in the high rates of educational failure among the first generation of
Indigenous students to attend state schools, after generations of government policies aimed
variously at their segregation and marginalization.”2
Four decades later, the Government of Australia launched an inquiry into the continued
“failures of the education system to generate improved outcomes” in light of the continuing
poor educational outcomes for Indigenous learners. The Chair of that Commission noted in
2005:
It is distressingly apparent that many years of policy effort have not delivered desired
outcomes; indeed in some important respects the circumstances of Indigenous people
appear to have deteriorated or regressed. Worse than that, outcomes in the strategic
areas identified as critical to overcoming disadvantage in the long term remain well
short of what is needed.3
The findings from that Commission echoed earlier reports, and encouraged the political class to
take concerted efforts. For example, Prime Minister John Howard—the second longest serving
Australian prime minister, who served in that role between 1996 and 2007, made ‘practical
reconciliation’ a cornerstone of his Indigenous affairs policy. His government’s policy focus led
to a series of research reports to document the gap in education outcomes among Indigenous
and non-Indigenous Australians. For example, the Centre for Aboriginal Economic Policy
Research at the Australian National University confirmed that “Indigenous Australians remain
severely disadvantaged, and poor educational attainment is the key barrier to sustainable
improvement in their socio-economic status.”4
The following year, the Australian Council for Education Research released a report, entitled
“The Case for Change: A Review of Contemporary Research on Indigenous Education
2

Jan Gray and Quentin Beresford, “A ‘formidable challenge’: Australia’s quest for equity in Indigenous education”,
Australian Journal of Education, Vol. 52, No. 2, 2008, 197–223.
3
Steering Committee for the Review of Government Service Provision (2005). Overcoming Indigenous
disadvantage: Key indicators 2005. (Melbourne: Productivity Commission, 2005), 19.
4
B. H. Hunter, and R. G. Schwab, “Practical reconciliation and continuing disadvantage in Indigenous Education,”
The Drawing Board: An Australian Review of Public Affairs, Vol. 4, No. 2, November 2003, 83-98. Accessed on
August 29, 2017 and available at:
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/242723638_Practical_reconciliation_and_continuing_disadvantage_in
_Indigenous_education.
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Outcomes.” As the report noted, beyond the already recognized socio-economic status and
language barriers, “cultural influences are obviously important to learning outcomes and that
there needs to be much more research attention paid to exactly what is the influence of
culture.” Its authors also noted that there is a tendency to adopt and promote single solutions
for all Indigenous communities, where targeted, local solutions would achieve better outcomes.
The report also noted that “culturally inclusive curriculum and/or the presence of Indigenous
teachers will automatically lead to an improvement in Indigenous student outcomes.”5
In 2007, the Council of Australian Governments – the senior intergovernmental forum in
Australia in which the federal prime minister and the first ministers (or premiers) of each state
government are equal members – agreed to establish a clearinghouse for evidence of what
works to close the gap on Indigenous disadvantage. Each year, the Close the Gap Clearinghouse
was mandated to publish two or three issues papers reviewing the findings of what works on
specific topics. In 2010, the Clearinghouse released an issues paper on School attendance and
retention of Indigenous Australian students.6
The issues paper notes that the available data on attendance and retention in the Australian
context is limited, though there is statistical evidence to confirm that school retention rates for
Indigenous youth from grades 7 to 12 have improved from 35% in 1999 to 45% in 2009. For
non-Indigenous youth, the retention rate in 2009 was 77%, confirming that the gap between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous attendance is significant, and this gap increases as the level of
school increases. At the same time, the issues paper concluded that there are too few highquality evaluations in this area, and thus the evidence on attendance and retention strategies
that work for Indigenous students is not strong.
With existing longitudinal data, a March 2014 study conducted by Australia National University
public policy professor Nicholas Buddle confirmed that around 20 per cent of the gap in school
performance between Indigenous and non-Indigenous 15-year-olds is explained by the poorer
school attendance of Indigenous students.7 As such, the policy need to strengthen school
attendance among Indigenous youth was reinforced as a priority. Nevertheless, there is a lack
of clear evidence of what works in improving attendance. The aforementioned issues paper
notes that a combination of home (poor parental attitudes towards education, etc.), school
(poor teaching, a failure to engage students, etc.) and individual factors (academic challenges,
such as literacy, numeracy, etc.) are involved in students’ absence from school.

5

Suzanne Mellor, The Case for Change: A Review of Contemporary Research in Indigenous Education Outcomes
(Sydney: Australian Council of Educational Research, 2004), ii-vi.
6
Closing the Gap Clearinghouse, School attendance and retention of Indigenous Australian students (Issues Paper
No. 1, October 2010). Accessed on August 29, 2017 and available at:
http://www.aihw.gov.au/uploadedFiles/ClosingTheGap/Content/Publications/2010/ctg-ip01.pdf.
7
Nicholas Biddle. Developing a Behavioural Model of School Attendance: Policy Implications for Indigenous
Children and Youth. Canberra: Centre for Aboriginal Economic Policy Research, Australian National University,
2014. Accessed on August 29, 2017 and available at: http://caepr.anu.edu.au/Publications/WP/2014WP94.php.
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To this list of poor attendance factors, Mission Australia – a non-denominational Christian
community service organization providing family, community, employment, housing and early
learning services throughout Australia – added housing, health care, mental health issues,
family violence and intergenerational unemployment as additional underlying issues.8 In
addition, there were newspaper articles linking low attendance in school by Indigenous youth
to racism and bullying they experience in the education system.9 Finally, a 2017 study added
maternal alcohol use disorder to the list of factors that significantly increased odds of poor
school attendance for both non-Indigenous and Indigenous children.10
Supported by the work of the Closing the Gap Clearinghouse, the Australian government, under
the leadership of a different prime minister, Tony Abbott, agreed in February 2015 on a new
target to close the gap between Indigenous and non-Indigenous school attendance by the end
of 2018, in acknowledgement of the strong link between school attendance and student
performance. In a statement in parliament, the then-prime minister noted: closing the gap is
“doomed to fail ... until we achieve the most basic target of all: the expectation that every child
will attend school every day.”11 His government provided funding to hire truancy officers at 40
remote schools with the poorest attendance rates. He said, “the measure, which started in
January, had boosted attendance from under 60 per cent to over 90 per cent in some places.”12
Fast forwarding to 2016, the overall attendance rate for Indigenous students nationally was
83.4 per cent, compared with 93.1 per cent for non-Indigenous students. Between 2014 and
2016, the report notes the absence of “meaningful change” as Indigenous school attendance
decreased slightly, from 83.5% in 2014 to 83.4% in 2016. More progress is indeed needed,
especially in remote areas as school attendance for Indigenous youth is only 66.4% compared
to 86.9% in more urban areas.
As such, new strategies are being launched. The most significant is the Remote School
Attendance Strategy (RSAS) which employs around 450 local Indigenous community members
to develop culturally appropriate strategies supporting families in ensuring children go to
school. It currently supports approximately 14,000 students in 77 schools across the remote
Northern Territory, New South Wales, Queensland, South Australia and Western Australia.
Around 60 per cent of RSAS schools had higher attendance rates in the Fall semester 2016
8

Mission Australia, National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Youth Report 2016. Accessed on August 29, 2017
and available at: https://www.missionaustralia.com.au/documents/588-aboriginal-and-torres-strait-islanderyouth-report-results/file.
9
Nicholas Biddle and Naomi Priest, “Indigenous students skipping school to avoid bullying and racism”, The
Conversation, April 10, 2014; Nicholas Biddle and Naomi Priest, “Racism hits Indigenous students’ attendance and
grades,” The Conversation, September 28, 2015.
10
Katherine Hafekost, David Lawrence, Colleen O’Leary, Carol Bower, James Semmens, Stephen R. Zubrick,
“Maternal alcohol use disorder and child school attendance outcomes for non- Indigenous and Indigenous children
in Western Australia: a population cohort record linkage study, BMJ Open, 2017, Vol. 7, 1-14.
11
Dan Harrison, “Tony Abbott sets new school attendance target for Indigenous students” (The Sydney Morning
Herald, February 12, 2014).
12
Ibid.
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compared with the Fall semester 2013.13
A second strategy launched in 2014 is called the Children and Parenting Support program.
Offered in both urban and rural areas, the program works closely with parents and caregivers
on their journey in raising healthy children, and provides opportunities to build stronger
connections with their family, friends and community. They offer drop-in support centres
where parents and children can have fun together, while parents learn about their children’s
development. The program centres offer family case work tailored to individual family needs in
coping with tough times. The overall goal is to promote family strengths and connectedness,
build confidence in nurturing their children’s development and wellbeing, and ensure that the
children are school ready.
The Communities for Children Facilitating Partners program was launched as a third strategy
in 2014 and operates in 52 disadvantaged communities across Australia. The program team
facilitates a whole community approach to support and enhance early childhood development
and wellbeing for children from birth to 12 years. In some communities, the program age
group is extended to children up to the age of 18 years. The program builds on local strengths
to meet local community needs and foster capability within local service systems, using strong
evidence of what works in early intervention and prevention. The program funds other
organizations to provide services including parenting support, early learning and literacy
programs, group peer support, home visiting services, community events, case management
and other forms of support to promote child wellbeing.
The Government of Australia concludes its report by making a clear statement: based on
statistical trends, it is unfortunately no longer on track to reach the stated goal by 2018. They
are hopeful that through the various school- and community-based programs, the Government
will indeed be able to reach its target of 100% attendance of Indigenous youth, and significantly
improve educational outcomes in the near future.14

13

Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority. (2016). My School Website. Australian Curriculum,
Assessment and Reporting Authority. Reported in: Government of Australia, Closing the Gap: Prime Minister’s
Report 2017, 35-38. Accessed on September 5, 2017, and available at:
http://closingthegap.pmc.gov.au/sites/default/files/ctg-report-2017.pdf.
14
Ibid., 6-7.
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4) New Zealand
New Zealand has a single Ministry of Education that provides data and information on
education outcomes and participation rates of students. The available statistics note a common
trend with Indigenous populations in other countries: Māori students had the lowest
percentage of regular school attendance in New Zealand.
In recent years, the Ministry of Education has launched new research tools to help schools
increase their understanding of absence and its impact on achievement. The national
Attendance Survey presents data collected during Term 2 (second semester) through a weeklong, national snapshot of attendance. In 2015, students of Asian descent had the highest
percentage of regular school attendance at 80.1%, while Māori students had the lowest
percentage of regular school attendance at 56.7%.15
Researchers have aimed to determine the factors that lead to lower attendance, and lower
education outcomes for Māori students, in relation to other ethnic groups within New Zealand.
Professors Dannette Marie, Davie M. Ferguson and Joseph M. Boden concluded in a 2008 study
that “educational underachievement amongst Māori can be largely explained by disparities in
socio-economic status during childhood” and are not tied to cultural identity.16
Ka Hikitia – Accelerating Success 2013-2017
Efforts to improve the attendance and educational outcomes of Māori students led to the
development of a Māori education strategy, entitled Ka Hikitia – Accelerating Success 20132017.17 It aims to guide how government and education providers work together to “ensure the
education system works well for every Māori student. It prioritises action and resources
towards what evidence says works to achieve strong language and educational outcomes.”18
The plan is based on five focus areas:
Focus Area
Māori language education
Early learning
Primary and secondary
education

Outcome
All Māori students have access to high quality Māori
language in education.
All Māori students participate in high quality early
learning.
All Māori students have strong literacy, numeracy and
language skills.

15

Ministry of Education, Attendance in New Zealand Schools 2015. Accessed on August 29, 2017 and available at:
https://www.educationcounts.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/173796/Attendance-in-New-Zealand-Schools2015.pdf
16
Dannette Marie, Davie M. Ferguson and Joseph M. Boden, “Educational Achievement of Maori: The Roles of
Cultural Identity and Social Disadvantage,” Australian Journal of Education, Vol. 52, No. 2, 2008, 183-196.
17
Minstry of Education, Ka Hikitia – Accelerating Success 2013-2017. Accessed on August 29, 2017 and available at:
https://education.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Ministry/Strategies-and-policies/KaHikitia/KaHikitiaAcceleratingSuccessEnglish.pdf.
18
Ibid., 10.
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Tertiary education
Organizational success

Māori succeed at higher levels of tertiary education.
The performance of the Ministry of Education, ERO, and
education sector agencies creates the conditions for
Māori students to enjoy and achieve education success as
Māori.

The plan itself makes statements on actions, but is silent on the specific strategies it will use to
carry out the plan. The plan is also specifically silent on strengthening attendance, but the
successful implementation of these focus areas cannot be achieved if the retention of Māori
students through high school and beyond is not a reality.
The goals set out by Ka Hikitia – Accelerating Success 2013-2017 are clear. For primary and
secondary education, there are four clear goals that will help define success:
ü By the end of 2017, 85% of Māori students will be achieving at or above their
appropriate National Standard/Ngā Whanaketanga Rumaki Māori in literacy and
numeracy.
ü Of the Māori students who turn 18 in 2017, 85% will achieve at least NCEA Level 2 or an
equivalent qualification (NCEA is the national qualification system for New Zealand's
senior secondary school students).
ü In 2015, 22% of students will participate in Māori language in education (primary and
secondary education).
ü By 2017, Māori grade 12 students achieving University Entrance will be on par with nonMāori grade 12 students.
In an interim report on the use of Ka Hikitia – Managing for Success, researchers noted that
schools’ engagement with the report “ranged from those that had considered the document
and made changes to some of their practices, to those that had not yet discussed it.” They
found that the primary and secondary schools that had made changes as a result of their
consideration of Ka Hikitia – Managing for Success were more likely to have improved
outcomes for Māori students. These schools showed statistically significant improvements in
the following categories:
ü Māori student engagement;
ü boards’ knowledge and understanding of factors affecting Māori achievement;
ü engagement with the Māori community (in primary schools);
ü the quality of Māori student achievement;
ü the quality of Māori student achievement information;
ü the quality of teachers’ and school leaders’ data analysis;
ü the provision of learning experiences that met the specific needs of individual Māori
students;
ü the use of analyzed Māori student achievement data to inform school review and
policy development;
ü the quality of reports on Māori student achievement for the board and school
community;
12

ü appropriate Māori student achievement targets set by school leaders and boards;
and
ü Māori student achievement in NCEA Level 1 (in secondary schools).
Most significantly, the Māori student presence increased by 50 percentage points compared to
those schools who had not considered the Ka Hikitia – Managing for Success report.19
The Education Review Office’s research team documented the various strategies used within
these 12 high schools. They included:
ü adopting a culturally responsive pedagogy of relations in mainstream secondary
school classrooms (see section below for a longer description);
ü setting strategic and annual targets for Māori achievement;
ü appointing a home or iwi (i.e. Indigenous community, “tribe”) liaison person;
ü establishing mentor programs;
ü involving students in goal setting;
ü building teachers’ knowledge and understanding of te reo me ngā tikanga (local
languages);
ü highlighting role models;
ü engaging restorative practices;
ü developing Māori leadership programs;
ü increasing opportunities for cultural participation and leadership;
ü targeting elements of pastoral care for Māori students;
ü establishing whānau (family or political unit) or home rooms;
ü sharing data with whanau; and
ü establishing a whānau committee or support group.
Schools believed that these initiatives were effective in bringing about improvements, but their
evidence for this was largely informal and anecdotal.
Promising Practices
There are fewer documented examples of promising practices emerging from New Zealand. The
most significant effort is part of a large-scale, 20-year research agenda called Te Kotahitanga, a
research and professional development program that supports teachers to improve Māori
students’ learning outcomes and achievement, enabling teachers to create a culturally
responsive context for learning which is responsive to evidence of student performance and
understanding. Thus far, three phases of the project have been completed, with the following
focus:
ü Phase 1 focused on the experience of Māori students in mainstream grade 9 and 10
classes. The students shared their views about the “main influences on their educational
19

Education Review Office, “Finding of Ka Hikitia – Managing for Success report”. Accessed on August 29, 2017
and available at: http://www.ero.govt.nz/publications/promoting-success-for-maori-students-schoolsprogress/findings/#improving-the-presence-of-maori-students.
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achievement and shared how teachers, in changing how they related and interacted
with Māori students in their classrooms, could create a context for learning wherein
these students' educational achievement could improve.” This feedback led to the
evolution of future phases of the project.20
ü Phase 2 focused on the whole school experience, in light of the evidence that teachers
involved in the project tended to become “somewhat isolated enclaves within their
respective schools,” … “chang(ing) their behaviours, reduc(ing) their absenteeism and in
most cases had improved their educational achievement in the target teacher’s
classrooms.” At the same time, the students’ behavior in other classes with non-target
teachers “worsened, selective absenteeism … had increased and the general level of
frustration of all concerned had risen.” The singular conclusion from this phase is that
target teachers, through their use of different teaching and learning strategies, change
the way they relate to the students on an academic level, spending less time teaching to
the class and more time interacting with individuals and groups within the class.21
ü Phase 3 focused on a culturally responsive pedagogy of relations in mainstream
secondary school classrooms. In the words of the researchers, “this will be accomplished
when educators create learning contexts within their classroom; where power is shared
between self-determining individuals within non-dominating relations of
interdependence; where culture counts; where learning is interactive, dialogic and
spirals; where participants are connected to one another through the establishment of a
common vision for what constitutes excellence in educational outcomes.”22
The project has led to a series of publications and academic articles that document the benefits
of the Te Kotahitanga’s model of pedagogy, and the direct benefit of education outcomes. At
the same time, the project team has produced a video that highlights for non-Indigenous
teachers the benefits of learning about Te Kotahitanga’s approach. In the words of one teacher:
“We had the will, but not the way.”23 Those inspirational videos about how Te Kotahitanga are
20

Russell Bishop, Mere Berryman, Sarah-Jane Tiakiwai and Cath Richardson, “Te Kōtahitanga Phase 1: The
experiences of Year 9 and 10 Māori students in mainstream classrooms,” Māori Education Research Institute
(MERI), University of Waikato and Poutama Pounamu Research and Development Centre. Accessed on August 29,
2017 and available at: http://www.educationcounts.govt.nz/publications/maori_education/english-mediumeducation/9977/5375.
21
Russell Bishop, Mere Berryman, Alison Powell and Lani Teddy, “Te Kōtahitanga Phase 2: Towards a whole school
approach,” Māori Education Research Institute (MERI), University of Waikato and Poutama Pounamu Research and
Development Centre, March 2007. Accessed on August 29, 2017 and available at:
http://www.educationcounts.govt.nz/publications/maori_education/english-medium-education/9977/9904
22
Russell Bishop, Mere Berryman, Tom Cavanagh and Lani Teddy, “Te Kōtahitanga Phase 3 Whānaungatana:
Establishing a culturally responsive pedagogy of relations in mainstream secondary school classrooms,” Māori
Education Research Institute (MERI), University of Waikato and Poutama Pounamu Research and Development
Centre.
23
Testimonial from Elizabeth Forgie (teacher). Homepage of Te Kotahitanga website. Accessed on August 29, 2017
and available at: http://tekotahitanga.tki.org.nz.
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transforming Maori education in New Zealand can be found on their website:
http://tekotahitanga.tki.org.nz/Videos.
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5) United States
There is a long history of legislation and research on the question of attendance by Indigenous
students in the United States. During the treaty-making period of American history (18571871), the federal government made school attendance compulsory for all Native Americans.
By 1918, all states had also adopted compulsory school attendance laws, with New Mexico
being the first state to pass such legislation more than 30 years earlier.
The goal of such actions was not the betterment of the lives of Native Americans, but to
“provide the American Indian with a white European or Christian education” as a means of
assimilating them within the American melting pot. 24 Another researcher described the
education system in the United States using stronger language:
the education system was used as a tool of genocide against the Native people. To this
day, there is still a great deal of distrust. The education system is still seen by many
American Indians as trying to make us less Native, and more like the mainstream and
that makes for a complicated relationship. In addition, poorly understood neglect and
truancy laws can also lead to misunderstandings and distrust by families.25
The most complete educational profile of students in the United States is provided by the U.S.
Department of Education’s National Centre for Education Statistics. Its annual report, entitled
Status and Trends in the Education of Racial and Ethnic Groups, examines the educational
progress and challenges students face in the United States by race/ethnicity: White, Black,
Hispanic, Asian, Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander, American Indian/Alaska Native, and
of two or more races.
The most recent report in this series was published in July 2017, reporting on data from 2015.
In that year, the percentage of 8th-graders who reported that they had zero absences from
school in the last month was higher for Asian students (65 percent) than for students who were
Pacific Islander (47 percent), Black (45 percent), of two or more races (45 percent), White (44
percent), Hispanic (44 percent), or American Indian/Alaska Native (32 percent).
According to the survey tool, among American Indian/Alaska Native students, 32% had missed
no days of school in that one-month period, 40% had missed no more than 1 or 2 days that
month; 20% had missed 3 or 4 days; 6% had missed between 5 and 10 days; and 3% had missed
more than 10 days that same month.26

24

Robert Laurence, “Indian Education: Federal Compulsory School Attendance Law Applicable to American Indians:
The Treating-Making Period: 1857-1871,” American Indian Law Review, Vol. 5, No. 2 (1977), pp. 393-413
25
Danielle Grant, “Chronic Absence and Native American Students: Unique Challenges” (Attendance Works:
Advancing Student Success by Reducing Chronic Absence, April 18, 2014). Accessed on August 30, 2017 and
available at: http://www.attendanceworks.org/chronic-absence-and-native-american-students-unique-challenges/
26
National Centre for Education Statistics, Status and Trends in the Education of Racial and Ethnic Groups 2017
(U.S. Department of Education, July 2017), 54. Accessed on August 30, 2017 and available at:
https://nces.ed.gov/pubs2017/2017051.pdf.
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The National Assessment of Educational Progress tool compared the mathematics and reading
scale scores of 8th graders among the same subgroups of students and in relation to their
number of days absent from school. In both categories, American Indian/Alaska Natives had the
second lowest scores, with only Black Americans scoring slightly lower, and both groups were
significantly lower than students from Caucasian or Asian families. 27
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American Indian/Alaska Natives also had the lowest completion rate of high school among 18to 24-year-olds of all race and ethnicity groups in the United States. While the average
completion rate for 18- to 24-year-olds was 93% across the United States, the rate for American
Indian/Alaska Natives was 82%, compared to 88% for Hispanic students, 92% for Black students,
Diplomas Count 2016 Map: Graduation Rates
by State, Student Group
95% for White students and 97% for Asian students.28
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Ibid., 54-55.
Ibid., 84
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Education Week, Diplomas Count 2016 Map: Graduation Rates by State, Student Group.
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Promising Practices
There are many examples of policy advancement and smaller-scale research projects that aim
to strengthen attendance among Indigenous learners in the United States.
In 2007, the Education Committee of the National Caucus of Native American State Legislatures
commissioned a study on the academic performance of American Indians, Alaska Native and
Native Hawaiian students. The summit brought together in Montana state legislators, tribal
leaders and education policymakers to develop policies for departments of education. They
recommended the following policies, with additional support measures:
•

30

Ensure access for Native students to a curriculum that prepares them for the rigors of a
new economy and college, thus enabling them to fully participate in the workforce.

Ibid.
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•

•
•
•
•

Address the multi-dimensional, contextual problems associated with decreased
achievement in schools before students begin school, thereby helping them arrive at
school ready to learn.
Offer an outstanding teaching force to American Indian/Alaska Native and Native
Hawaiian students.
Increase the voice of Native peoples and their participation in the work of schools, and
make schools more culturally relevant places for Native children.
Increase awareness of the issue of American Indian/Alaska Native and Native Hawaiian
student achievement by sharing best practices and research on Native students.
Ensure adequate distribution of resources to Native students.31

The goal is for states to use this policy framework to strengthen their own state policies in
support of Indigenous youth in their jurisdictions. Despite the quality and the thoroughness of
their report, there is no reference to this policy framework being used by a specific state in
redesigning its approach to educating Indigenous youth.
In a more recent example, the State of Oregon received a 2013 report, entitled The Condition of
Education for Oregon’s Tribal Students, highlighting the chronic absenteeism of Native
American students in primary and secondary education. The study revealed that for Native
American students, nearly one-third (33%) in all grades were chronically absent (missing 10% or
more of school days), while all other ethnic groups had fewer than 19% chronically absent
learners. In response to the report, the Oregon legislature set aside $1.5 million to operate pilot
projects to reduce chronic absenteeism of Indigenous students in nine preselected Oregon
school districts. This project is referred to as the Tribal Attendance Pilot Project (TAPP).
Specifically, participating districts received up to $150,000 to hire a community advocate
position with deep local connections to create school-wide initiatives to reduce chronic
absenteeism. The funding is available from January 2016 to June 2017.32 The outcomes of TAPP
are not yet publicly available.
The remaining $150,000 was used by the Oregon Department of Education to mount a broadbased messaging campaign about the importance of school attendance, to provide technical
support and training for the family advocate cohort, and monitor and report on the
effectiveness of the pilot projects.
In a final example, the Lac Courte Oreilles Band's Comprehensive Truancy Prevention Project
seeks to reduce truancy among Lac Courte Oreilles youth. The Lac Courte Oreilles Band of Lake
Superior Chippewa Indians of Wisconsin is a large Indigenous community, with 7,275 enrolled

31

National Caucus of Native American State Legislators, Striving to Achieve: Helping Native American Students
Succeed. Accessed on September 1, 2017 and available at:
http://www.ncsl.org/Portals/1/documents/statetribe/strivingtoachieve.pdf.
32
State of Oregon, Tribal Attendance Pilot Projects, Accessed on September 1, 2017 and available at:
http://www.oregon.gov/ode/students-and-family/equity/NativeAmericanEducation/Pages/Tribal-AttendancePilot-Projects.aspx
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members. They were experiencing increasing numbers of their youth missing school, getting
into trouble with the law and receiving a citation issued by the courts for not being in school.
Under the Comprehensive Truancy Prevention Program, the schools and the courts now work
together to engage students in services earlier, after the first or second citation. The Truancy
Prevention project encourages students who are struggling with school attendance to share
their stories with their peers through facilitated conversations. The curriculum, known as
Mastering The Journey™, engages at-risk and truant students and empowers them to address
the challenges in their lives that contribute to truancy. Students who are missing school for no
valid reason are issued an absence citation. This process empowers students to begin dealing
with some of the trauma they have experienced and to envision a better future for themselves.
Moreover, this process motivates students to attend school as they begin to see school as a
safe place that offers needed support.
The project team documented the factors that contributed to their program’s success. They
note the strong collaboration among the agency partners – schools, school districts, social
workers, the courts, etc. – to work together, to make significant changes to their existing
practices, to focus on truant students. The project team benefitted from tribal staff and others
who volunteered to be trained in Mastering The Journey™, and who served as coaches to
students. They also had to adjust the frequency of those sessions, originally delivered twice a
week, to every day, as they quickly noticed that a more intensive approach was needed. It took
three years to get the program running smoothly.
As a result, the number of students receiving three or more citations has reached nearly zero,
and the overall truancy rate among the target population has been reduced by 72 percent
during the initial three-year grant period.33

33

Lac Courte Oreilles Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians, Comprehensive Truancy Prevention Project (2009present). Accessed on September 1, 2017 and available at: http://www.tribaljustice.org/programprofiles/comprehensive-truancy-prevention-project.
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6) Canada
This environmental scan within the Canadian context has identified many scholarly articles and
stakeholder reports that discuss the educational outcomes of Indigenous learners, with many
providing a focus on attendance rates by Indigenous youth at the elementary and high school
levels. Some of the reports provide a national perspective, while others provide a provincial or
territorial-focused examination, or a focus on other sub-regions across the country.
The Council of Ministers of Education, Canada released a report authored by Dr. Jane Friesen
and Dr. Brian Krauth in 2012 that describes an evidence-based approach to key policy issues in
Indigenous education. Their report begins with a summary of the well-understood barriers to
Indigenous student success in Canada. Those barriers include:
ü the legacy of residential schools, and experiences with racism and marginalization in
provincial/territorial education systems, which have led Indigenous families and
communities to view schools with mistrust and anxiety;
ü the relatively high incidence of social disadvantage, which is reflected in poverty, loneparent households, low parental education, depression, and poor health, and
ü the high rates of mobility between schools.34
Their report also notes the importance of regular attendance to ensure academic success.
Through their key informant interviews, they found that
Regular absence from school creates a substantial barrier to academic success.
Provincial and territorial informants cited the value of having accurate data about
attendance, particularly at the local level, in order to identify where attendance issues
are significant and to evaluate the success of programs designed to increase school
engagement and participation. While attendance data are typically gathered at the
school level, these data are not always reported to school districts, and rarely to
provincial/territorial ministries. Elementary attendance data are collected at the schoolboard and provincial levels in Ontario. One school district cited the value of attendance
data in identifying where new approaches to absenteeism were required, and several
RAO (note: regional Aboriginal organizations) informants identified attendance data as a
critical input into their own reports to understand and address school engagement from
a community perspective. For example, information that attendance followed a
seasonal pattern or increased at certain times of the month or year would help some
communities understand the factors that influence school engagement so that they
could take steps to address them. Some RAO informants reported that these data are
not always accessible to them.35

34

Dr. Jane Friesen and Dr. Brian Krauth, Key Policy Issues in Aboriginal Education: An Evidence-Based Approach
(Toronto: Council of Ministers of Education, Canada, 2012), 15.
35
Dr. Jane Friesen and Dr. Brian Krauth, Key Policy Issues in Aboriginal Education: An Evidence-Based Approach
(Toronto: Council of Ministers of Education, Canada, 2012), 16.
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In its 2006 Aboriginal People Survey, Statistics Canada asked parents whether their child was
currently attending school. The majority (98%) of First Nations children living off-reserve were
reported to be currently attending school. Most of the children who were reported to not be
attending school were home schooled. This report focuses on information provided by parents
of approximately 6,222 off-reserve First Nations children aged 6 to 14 (representing 96,400
children) who were attending formal schools in 2006-2007. The survey identified the following
factors as likely to be associated with perceived school success: getting on well with teachers
and classmates; having parents who reported being satisfied with their school’s practices;
reading daily; participating in sports, art or music at least once a week; and living in the highest
household income decile. Factors most likely to be associated with lower achievement were
poor attendance, having been diagnosed with a learning disability or attention deficit disorder,
and having parents who attended residential schools (Statistics Canada, 2009).36
As for First Nations children living on-reserve, there are considerably less research and data. A
comprehensive study commissioned by the Office of the Federal Interlocutor in 2009 provided an
overview of educational outcomes for on-reserve schools. The data indicate that First Nations children
attending on-reserve schools fare worse than those attending provincial schools. The lowest high school
graduation rates for on-reserve students are in Manitoba (28%), Alberta (32%), and

Saskatchewan (38%), based on 2006 census data.37

The most recent report on on-reserve schools was completed by Barry Anderson, a former senior official
with the British Columbia Department of Education, and John Richards from Simon Fraser University’s
School of Public Policy, and published in 2016 by the C. D. Howe Institute. The authors note that:

“the performance of band-operated, on-reserve schools, while much better than the residential
schools they replaced, remains very weak in comparison with provincial schools.”38 As such,
reserve schools are failing their students, as only four of 10 young adults have completed high
school. The authors recommend that the solutions for moving forward include the following
solutions:
Ø a national dedicated budget for on-reserve schools, with an emphasis on outcomes over
inputs
Ø reaffirm band responsibility for on-reserve schools;
Ø regionalize the professional capacity of the federal ministry responsible for Indigenous
affairs to provide more direct support to bands and on-reserve schools; and
Ø focus on reforms that are incremental as opposed to encompassing, as a means of
making the changes easy to implement.
36

Evelyne Bougie, Aboriginal Peoples Survey 2006: School Experiences of Off-Reserve First Nations Children Aged 6
to 14. (Ottawa: Statistics Canada, 2009). Accessed on September 1, 2017 and available at:
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/89-637-x/89-637-x2009001-eng.pdf.
37
Helen Raham, Best Practices in Aboriginal Education: Literature Review and Analysis for Policy Directions (Office
of the Federal Interlocutor, Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada, 2009). Accessed on September 5, 2017 and
available at:
http://www.firstpeoplesgroup.com/mnsiurban/PDF/education/Best_Practices_in_Aboriginal_Education-2009.pdf
38
Barry Anderson and John Richards, Students in Jeopardy: An Agenda for Improving Results in Band-Operated
Schools (C. D. Howe Institute, Education Policy, Commentary #444). Accessed on September 5, 2017 and available
at: https://www.cdhowe.org/sites/default/files/attachments/research_papers/mixed/Commentary_444_0.pdf.
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Promising Practices
There are many Canadian jurisdictions that have taken concrete measures to improve
absenteeism rates. This section of the report is focused on highlighting some of the promising
practices that have emerged from our research.
A) Nunavut
The Department of Education in Canada’s newest territory acknowledged that, at 30%, the
territory had the lowest graduation rate in Canada. Beginning in 2007, the Department of
Education noted the need to improve Nunavut’s educational outcomes, starting with the full
integration of curriculum that reflects Inuit societal values at all grade levels. Their strategy also
included: preparing bilingual graduates for job opportunities in Nunavut or across Canada by
ensuring bilingual graduates; enhancing recruitment and training opportunities for Inuit
teachers; providing additional resources to support effective teaching and learning; and
ensuring all children in Nunavut have access to a school.39 There has been no qualitative
analysis of if and how these strategies have been implemented over the years, or quantitative
analysis regarding the impact of such strategies on educational outcomes.
In another study, a research team from Lakehead University and the University of Copenhagen
examined concerns about punctuality, attendance and student underperformance in Nunavut
schools. In their report, they argue that “the clash between contemporary Inuit culture and
Qallunaat (non-Inuit) school culture, problem with current school practices, and the region’s
colonial past and present all contribute to making resistance and poor student performance
predictable and inevitable.” They suggest that the best means of improving punctuality,
attendance and student performance begins with “true Inuit control of education, including
meaningful consultation with communities, adaptation of curriculum and pedagogy that honor
Inuit culture, and extensive cross-cultural and ESL (English as a second language) training for
Qallunaat educators working in Nunavut.”40 As such, they support the Department of
Education’s 2007 strategy, but suggest that more must be done to give control of education to
the Inuit communities for education outcomes to improve.
British Columbia
Professor Emily Milne noted in a study published in the International Indigenous Policy Journal
that Canadian teachers confessed a lack of confidence in discussing Indigenous cultures in the
classroom.41 A pilot project that uses Indigenous coaches as a resource for teachers has
demonstrated a positive impact. The research notes that, while some provinces (British
39

Fulford, G. et al. (2007). Sharing Our Success: More Case Studies in Aboriginal Schooling. Kelowna, BC: Society for
the Advancement of Excellence in Education. Accessed on September 1, 2017 and available at:
http://www.saee.ca/upload/021.pdf.
40
Paul Berger, Juanita Ross Epp and Helle Moller, “The Predictable Influence of Culture Class, Current Practice, and
Colonialism on Punctuality, Attendance and Achievement in Nunavut Schools”, Canadian Journal of Native
Education, 2006, Vol. 29, No. 2, 182.
41
Emily Milne, “Implementing Indigenous Education Policy Directives in Ontario Public Schools: Experiences,
Challenges and Successful Practices.” The International Indigenous Policy Journal, 8(3). Available online on
September 1, 2017 and accessed at: http://ir.lib.uwo.ca/iipj/vol8/iss3/2.
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Columbia, for example) provide a guide for teaching about Indigenous cultures and history,
including residential schools, some teachers find that “it’s hard to take something from a
document or a book and implement it confidently.”42
Alberta
In Alberta, the School Act stipulated that children younger than 16 must attend school. As a
means of enforcing this measure, the Ministry of Education created quasi-judicial boards to
hear cases when a school’s efforts fail to get a child back to class, with the ability to fine parents
$100 for each day a child misses school, up to a maximum of $1,000. Between 2011 and 2015,
the provincial dropout rate for 14- to 18-year-olds has improved slightly, falling to 3.2 per cent
in 2015 from 3.8 per cent in 2011. The rate of indigenous students dropping out of school was
6.1 per cent in 2015, double the provincial dropout rate. Unsatisfied with the current dropout
rates, the Minister of Education announced in June 2017 the creation of a new office of school
attendance and re-engagement, staffed by four full-time ministry employees, that will work
with school districts and divisions to help with attendance strategies, sharing information on
promising practices.43
Indspire, an Indigenous registered charity dedicated to helping Indigenous people achieve their
highest potential, released a report written by Dr. Shauna Bravo in April 2017 highlighting a
promising practice to strengthen attendance and student outcomes. The Ehpewapahk Alternate
School, located in Treaty 6 territory within the Ermineskin Cree Nation, is a “school for students
who are having difficulty in their personal and academic life and cannot perform in mainstream
high school according to provincial standards.” This school developed an alternative
pedagogical approach to reach students between 14 – 20 years old, focusing on Cree language
and culture, improving literacy and math skills, personal wellness, employment preparation and
life skills, and ensuring that the school is a family environment. “As the quality of relationships
improved, and the school’s integration of restorative practices, so did the increase in
attendance and completion rates. The average daily attendance increased to 65-70% compared
to past attendance numbers which were well below the 50% average.”44
Alberta has also aimed to measure the effectiveness of culturally-based education. In a threeyear longitudinal study at Caslan School, a small northern Alberta school 150 kilometers north42

Rob Drinkwater, “Canadian teachers lack confidence to discuss Indigenous cultures in class, study says”, Globe
and Mail, August 20, 2017. Available online on September 1, 2017 and accessed at:
https://beta.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/education/canadian-teachers-lack-confidence-to-discussindigenous-cultures-in-class-study-says/article36038597/?ref=http://www.theglobeandmail.com&
43
Janet French, “Education minister to pare back board that tackles truancy”, The Edmonton Journal, June 15,
2017. Available online on September 1, 2017 and accessed at: http://edmontonjournal.com/news/localnews/education-minister-to-pare-back-board-that-tackles-truancy . See also: Janet French, “Taxpayer-funded
board that cracks down on truants under review”, The Edmonton Journal, October 21, 2016. Available online on
September 1, 2017 and accessed at: http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/taxpayer-funded-board-thatcracks-down-on-truants-under-review .
44
Dr. Shauna Bruno, Miyo Wahkohtowin Education Ehpewapahk Alternate School (Indspire, April 2017). Available
online on September 1, 2017 and accessed at: https://indspire.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EhpewaphakAlternate-School.pdf.
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west of Edmonton, an arts and local culture and history-infused curriculum for its Métis
students were launched in an effort to improve attendance, behaviour, academic achievement,
and parent involvement. The following elements are considered key to culturally-based
education:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

The development and provision of appropriate curriculum guides and resources;
First Nation language programs and teaching resources;
A positive and inclusive school culture, emphasizing respect and relationships;
Elder Programs, traditional celebrations, and cultural enrichment provided through
affiliations with Aboriginal cultural centres and organizations;
Affirmative action in hiring Aboriginal teachers and support staff;
Aboriginal Community Liaison staff;
Professional development for teachers related to cultural proficiency;
Effective strategies for communicating with parents and dealing with
attendance/lateness;
Formal and informal structures for Aboriginal involvement in decision making; and
Varied assessments, including those which reflect multiple intelligences and ways of
knowing.

The data demonstrated positive effects only for parent engagement, with little change in the
other indicators. These findings require additional longitudinal studies to better understand the
benefits of culturally-based education measures, and to review what support is provided to
teachers learning new instructional approaches.45
Manitoba
Six Indigenous communities in Manitoba, in partnership with the provincial government and
the Canada Millennium Scholarship Foundation, implemented a longitudinal study to close the
gap in Indigenous education by aiming to improve low rates of high school completion and
post-secondary program uptake and success and Indigenous students in six Indigenous
communities. There were 146 students in six different schools that agreed to participate in this
Making Education Work (MEW) pilot project. During the three-year intervention, students
benefit from five program components:
Ø Academic and Career Development and Supports, designed to help students achieve a
high level of academic progress and development, set academic and career goals and
make plans to achieve life-long learning and skills. The project relied heavily on tutoring
services to provide individual attention to strengthen academic outcomes.
Ø Individual Development and Supports, aimed at demonstrating a high level of selfconfidence and perseverance, and developing healthy lifestyles and effective goal45

Yvette Stack ArtsSmarts at Caslan School: A longitudinal study. (Kelowna, BC: Society for the Advancement of
Excellence in Education, 2006). Accessed on September 5, 2017 and available at:
https://www.issuelab.org/resource/arts-smarts-at-caslan-school-a-longitudinal-case-study.html. Report is also
available through Google Books.
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setting processes. The project embedded mentorship and role models and elders into
this component.
Ø Cultural Development and Supports, designed to assist students in showing respect,
appreciation and acceptance of their own culture as well as those of others. This project
embedded the Seven Teachings into the MEW curriculum, and was supported by
community elders.
Ø Community Services Activities and Support, designed to help students demonstrate
their leadership skills and engage in acts of volunteerism, thus developing a sense of
community belonging and exploring and acquiring knowledge of Indigenous
communities in a global society.
Ø Parents Involvement, designed to have parents and carers accompany their child on this
journey, providing support and encouragement along the way.
At the end of the three-year intervention, 99 students (out of the original cohort of 146
students) were still in school in June 2009. Among those students, 96 graduated from high
school, with 59 students completing on-time. There were also 38 students who received
bursaries to pursue a post-secondary credential.46
Quebec
Two province-funded initiatives to encourage Aboriginal success in school should be
mentioned. The first, implemented in 2005, is a measure known as Educational Success of
Aboriginal Students. Its purpose is to help school boards increase the number of Aboriginal
students who achieve an educational profile comparable to the average profile in the school
they attend. The two-fold measure is aimed, first, at supporting school board initiatives to
improve student proficiency in the language of instruction, and, second, at ensuring that school
boards have the tools they need to do the job—tools such as compilations of effective
approaches and university research on second-language acquisition by Aboriginal students.
The second province-funded initiative is a support program for members of Aboriginal
communities, under which universities are granted financial assistance to provide expertise in
areas designated by the communities themselves or to offer study programs specifically
designed for Aboriginal students. In the latter case, the assistance is used to defray the cost of
developing the new programs and providing individual pedagogical support, and to help pay
travel expenses in cases where the courses are dispensed in the community.

46

The program description for Making Education Work is available on the website of Manitoba Education and
Training. Accessed on September 5, 2017 and available from: http://www.edu.gov.mb.ca/mew/program.html. The
research report was completed by Proactive Information Services. Accessed on September 5, 2017 and available
from: http://www.edu.gov.mb.ca/mew/outcomes_report_2013.pdf.
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7) Conclusion
This environmental scan has identified countless strategies that are being tested and
implemented in countries like Australia, New Zealand, the United States and Canada to improve
high school completion, pathways to post-secondary education and the completion of postsecondary credential of its Indigenous Peoples. While they are all singular in their objective to
increase school attendance and strengthen retention rates of Indigenous learners in
elementary and high schools, their strategies differ based on the experiences and the
opportunities within different jurisdictions.
Despite the variety of initiatives used to combat truancy, there remains a gap in most
strategies: the level of quantitative and qualitative evidence to demonstrate that specific
strategies are indeed having the desired benefits and outcomes. In many ways, these
highlighted promising practices share a singular conclusion: educators and researchers
generally agree that student attendance, along with effective, individualized and culturallyrelevant teaching and learning classroom practices and pedagogy in a welcoming environment,
have the greatest influence on student engagement and achievement.
That singular conclusion echoes the recommendations from Professor Ken Reid’s 30-year
academic career researching truancy in a variety of countries and cultures. For successful
measures to have the desired effect, strategies must focus on the family unit, the classroom,
the school and the community. Together, these strategies can ensure greater rates of school
attendance, and strengthen measures of academic success and preparedness
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